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West Cumbria's
CULTURAL LEARNING

HOTSPOTS

Soldiers in Silloth
Using toy soldiers to understand uniforms,
equipment, manufacture, materials, sculpture, design, childhood and play.
01697 332946

Wordsworth House, Cockermouth
What was it like growing up 250 years
ago? Pupils immerse themselves in
distinctive period rooms and gardens.
01900 824805

Senhouse Roman Museum, Maryport
Pupils interrogate the relationship between
invaders and native communities in the
Romans v Celts session, together with craft
activities and free loan boxes.
01900 816168

Helena Thompson Museum,
Workington
Explore the industrial heritage of
Workington in the Victorian era through
hands-on learning sessions with role
play, artefacts and activities.
01900 64040

Maryport Maritime Museum
Travel through time with a guided harbour
trail and compare the past with the present.
01900 813738
Cumbria Wildlife Trust
Field trips led by wildlife tutors offer fantastic
learning outside the classroom experiences.
01228 829570

Library Services for Schools
Children borrow over 70,000 books
every year from mobile libraries which
offer a unique experience and engage
pupils with books and reading.
01228 227277
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Cumbria Archives, Whitehaven
Ignite pupil’s enthusiasm for British history
with locally focussed workshops about WWI
and the Victorians.
01946 506420
Cumbria Libraries,
Avoid the summer reading dip and take up
our Summer Reading Challenge. Class
visits around local history and the Dewey
classification system.
01900 706174
The Beacon Museum, Whitehaven
Copeland’s heritage is revealed through fun
role-play activities featuring local heroes
and pirates.
01946 592302
Haig Pit Museum, Whitehaven
The team works directly with schools and
children with additional needs to create
bespoke educational sessions.
01946 599949
Rosehill Theatre
Inspiring children to experience theatre and
music and encouraging them to create their
own art.
01946 692422

Millom Heritage Discovery Centre
Uncover the industrial heritage of Millom
through activities and object handling and
explore how this relates to life in Cumbria
today.
01229 772555
The Dock Museum, Barrow
WWII multi-sensory experience of a
Blitz-era air raid in a real Anderson Shelter.
01229 876400

